
WELCOME

by Charlie Osborne, writing for Zero Day

A new botnet has been spotted in the wild which exploits the Microsoft Windows

SMB protocol to move laterally across systems while covertly mining for

cryptocurrency.
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The miners could be looking at this as an opportunity to gain more profits if

the asset is able to breach past its 2019 high of $13,800 for which miner’s

confidence is currently high.

89% OF BITCOIN IS PROFITABLE BUT
MINERS ARE NOT TAKING THE BAIT

by Danny Nelson, writing for Coindesk

The European Union, acting on its two-year-old vision for a European

blockchain services network (EBSI), has unveiled the minimum technical

requirements for nodes participating in its bloc-wide testnet.

EU OUTLINES TECH SPECS FOR NODES IN ITS
BLOCKCHAIN SERVICES TESTNET

by Vinamrata Chaturvedi,
writing for Coindesk

It's 2020 and “Is crypto

mining legal?” is still a

live question in India.

The industry has been

hamstrung by a lack of

clarity from regulators

and frequent

clampdowns on mining

operations. In March,

India’s Supreme

Court lifted the banking

ban that barred banks

and other financial

institutions from

facilitating any service

related to virtual

currencies.

IS BITCOIN MINING
LEGAL IN INDIA?
MINERS STILL
DON’T KNOW

by Biraajmaan Tamuly, writing for AMBCrypto

https://www.zdnet.com/article/prometei-botnet-is-infecting-machines-to-mine-for-cryptocurrency/
https://eng.ambcrypto.com/89-of-bitcoin-is-profitable-but-miners-are-not-taking-the-bait/
https://www.coindesk.com/eu-blockchain-testnet-nodes
https://www.coindesk.com/is-bitcoin-mining-legal-in-india-miners-still-dont-know


WELCOME

by JD Alois, writing for Crowdfund Insider

An initiative that facilitates secure digital customer onboarding, instant bank

account functionality, and sharing of verified KYC data between licensing

authorities and financial institutions via blockchain technology.

DUBAI’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT DEPT
LAUNCHES UAE KYC BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM

by Felipo Erazo, writing for Cointelegraph

Huawei strengthens its blockchain adoption campaign by applying for new

storage-based Blockchain patents.

HUAWEI FILES FOR A STORAGE-RELATED
BLOCKCHAIN PATENT

by Wolfie Zhao, writing for
Coindesk

The profitability rise

comes thanks to soaring

transaction fees on the

network, as well as

relatively slow growth in

competition from other

miners.

ETHEREUM
MINERS’ INCOME
SOARS BY 60%
IN A MONTH AND
OUTRUNS
ETHER’S PRICE
JUMP

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

India experiences the second-largest number of cryptocurrency mining

attacks in the Asia Pacific region.

CRYPTOJACKING ALMOST 5 TIMES MORE
PREVALENT IN INDIA THAN GLOBALLY
by Mohammad Musharraf, writing for Cointelegraph

How did DeFi

(Decentralized Finance)

come about, and why is it

the hot button topic of the

moment? Is it a bubble, or

is it here to stay? Listen to

the episode of The

Cryptoshow here to find

out more.

WHAT'S ON
THE IPOD

by Ledger Insights

The cows get tagged with RFID tags, costing $5 each, which can upload data to an

immutable blockchain. By using these tags, a calf has a unique identity and can be

tracked as it grows, is sold and moves through the supply chain to the retailer.

PROOF OF STEAK: USING BLOCKCHAIN TO
TRANSFORM FOOD-TRACING OF BEEF

https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2020/07/164666-dubais-department-of-economic-development-launches-uae-kyc-blockchain-platform/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/huawei-files-for-a-storage-related-blockchain-patent
https://www.coindesk.com/ethereum-miners-income-soars-by-60-in-a-month-outruns-ethers-price-jump
http://digitalmining.org/
https://cointelegraph.com/news/cryptojacking-almost-5-times-more-prevalent-in-india-than-global-average
https://player.fm/series/the-cryptoshow-blockchain-cryptocurrencies-bitcoin-and-decentralization-simply-explained/ep-205-defi-decentralized-finance-just-a-bubble-or-solid-tech
https://player.fm/series/the-cryptoshow-blockchain-cryptocurrencies-bitcoin-and-decentralization-simply-explained/ep-205-defi-decentralized-finance-just-a-bubble-or-solid-tech
https://www.ledgerinsights.com/proof-of-steak-blockchain-food-beef-traceability/

